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The Triple Junction Area occupies central north of the Central Dome and it includes the Axial Valley at center, the Western Ridge on the west and the scarp
toward the Eastern Ridge on the east. The floor of the Axial Valley is dominantly covered by sheet lava, and pillow lava tends to occur on the sheet lava at the
higher locations in the Axial Valley. Massive lava showing columnar joint is found along the fault escarpments in the western part of the Triple Junction Area.
The results of the seafloor observations by BMS and FDC show that the ore showings of the Triple Junction Area occur concentrated in two areas, the West
Area and the East Area, separated by 173˚55.2'E line, and they tend to occur on and near the boundary between sheet lava and pillow lava. The ore showing of
the area consists of hydrothermal mound with inactive chimneys. Reddish brown fragments of 0.5-3m across consisting of chimney relic, sulfide ore and basalt
are accumulated on the mound, and at some places on the mound, sheets of massive sulfide with a rough surface are partly exposed covered by reddish brown
sediments with white and brownish yellow patches. The numbers of the ore showings confirmed by the seafloor observations are 11 in the West Area and 22 in
the East Area. Among them, relatively large ore showing, with a mound extending more than 100m and uprising approximately 10m high from the surrounding
seafloor, was found at 4 locations in the West Area and 7 locations in the East Area.
The constituents of the hydrothermal mound were documented by the drilling of 22 holes conducted on and around the hydrothermal mound of the ore
showings. The massive sulfide occurs on the top of the mound, and the thickness of it corresponds to the height of the mound rising from the surrounding sea
floor. The massive sulfide is underlain by altered hyaloclastite, which forms the alteration zone of the footwall. Although the massive sulfide is not found at the
vicinity of the mound, alteration and stockwork zones occur as the marginal zone of the mineralization. The massive sulfide consisting mainly of pyrite, calcopyrite
and sphalerite was collected at three ore showings in the West Area and three ore showings in the East Area. Among these ore showings, the massive sulfide
ores as thick as 5.96m and 7.62m were confirmed at the two drill holes in the Ore Showing W3 in the West Area.
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